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INTRODUCTION 
A Coxeter group is a group W with a set of generators w, ,..., w! and a 
presentation of the form (zuiwJm”j = 1, i, j E { 1,. . . , d}, where each mii is either 
co or a positive integer satisfying mii = 1, mij = mji 2 2 if i + j (the 
symbol (wiwJ” = 1 is to be interpreted as meaning that this relation may be 
omitted from the presentation). We will say that W is crystallographic if 
it has such a presentation and each mi, = 2, 3,4, 6, or, co. In this paper, we 
prove that any crystallographic Coxeter group appears as the Weyl group of 
some Tits’ system (or (B, N)-pair) [I 1 by 1, Chap. IV, Section 21. The Tits’ 
systems in question arise as automorphism groups of certain Lie algebras 
generalizing the classical semisimple Lie algebras. 
The construction is valid over any field of characteristic 0 or, with minor 
restrictions on the characteristic, any field of characteristic p > 0 which 
appears as the residue class field of some field of characteristic 0 with a 
nonarchimedean valuation. In the first case, the automorphism groups are 
just the natural generalization of the adjoint Chevalley groups. In the second 
case, they appear as groups induced by p-adic Chevalley groups. 
The essential difficulty is the lack of any generalization of Chevalley’s 
commutator formula. We have circumvented this issue by defining the Bore1 
groups differently though the definitions coincide in the classical cases. 
Notation. Z denotes the rational integers and Q the field of rationals. 
1. THE LIE ALGEBRA OF A CART,W MATRIX 
Let /be a positive integer and let L = (l,..., d). A Cartan matrix (dij) is 
an / x & matrix of integers satisfying 
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1. Ai, = 2, 
2. dij < 0 if i Lf j, 
3. -dij = 0 if and only if Bj, = 0. 
These matrices generalize the classical Cartan matrices which we refer to as 
Cartan matrices of finite type. 
Let R = 2~~ + ... + Za! be a free Abelian group of rank P and for each 
j E L define wj E Hom,(R, R) by oliwi = ol, - Aijaj . One has [8, Proposition 5] 
Wl wiz = 1 for each i E L 
w2 @(+.Ulj)nlij = 1 for each pair of distinct i, j E L, N-here the 7rzij 
are given by the table 
A,jAj, 0 1 2 3 >,4 
llzij 2 3 4 600 
The group W generated by the wi is called the Weyl group of (i&j). 
Evidently, given any preassigned symmetric matrix (111~~) with entries in the 
set {2, 3, 4, 6, co>? we can construct (noncanonically) a Cartan matrix (&,) 
such that the Q’S i f  j are given by the above table. 
Starting with a Cartan matrix (Aij), we can construct a Z-Lie algebra 
L = L((,gij)). We briefly describe this here. The details may be found in 
[S]. One should note that the construction in [8] is based on a field @ of 
characteristic 0 rather than on 2, but only a few trivial changes are required 
to obtain the results which we need--namely Propositions 1 and 2, Theorem 1. 
and Lemma 1 of [8]. 
Let FL be the free Lie algebra over Z on 35 generators er ,..., e, , h, ,.~., 
h ,fi I... , fs and let L be the quotient of FL by the ideal generated by 
Ll Ihihjl for all i, j E L 
L2 
[eihjJ - A,e, ) 
[f&j1 + bfii 
for all i, jEL 
L3 [et fj] - 6ijhi for all i,jEL 
L4 for distinct i, j E L 
We will denote the images (under the natural map) of ei , hi , and.f, in L by 
the same symbols. There is an involution 77 on L induced by the involution 
defined on FL by et f-) fi and hi -+ - hi for all i E L. 
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For (4 ,..., 4) ~22, - ((0 ,..., 
spanned by the products [eil , . . . , 
0)} let Lsdja, be the Z submodule of L 
Similarly, for (dl ,..., d!) E Z& 
eJ where, for eachj E L, ej appears di times. 
by the products [fi, ,..., 
- ((O,..., 0)}, LZdjaj is the submodule spanned 
fi,] where, for each j E L, fj appears j dj / times. 
Put H = L, = Zh, + ... + Z/Z/ . This sum is direct. Finally, for any other 
8tuple (4 ,..., de) EZ~ put Lzdjmxj = 0. Then L = .?& @L, and L is a graded 
Lie algebra with the L, as the homogeneous submodules. 
Put d, = (a E R j 01 j; 0 and L, # (0)) and 0; = d, u (0). Let 
R+ = (2 &cx, E R ] each di > 0 and not every di = O> and let R- = -R+. 
Obviously A, C R+ u R-. We put A,+ = A, n Rf and A,- = A, n R-. 
The involution 7 shows that A,- = -A,*. The elements of 0; are called 
roots. A root is positive if it is in A,+, negative if it is in A,-. The height of a 
root lYdiai is zdi . One has & a1 ,..., + cq E A, and dim,Li,. = 1 for all i. 
II E (a1 ,..., q] is called the set of fzmdammtal roots. 
For every 01 = ,?&oli E R we define a Z-linear map of H into Z by ol(hj) = 
,GiAij . We sometimes write (ar, h) instead of a(h). For 01 E A, h E H, and 
a EL, we have [ah] = a(h If we make W act as a group of Z-linear maps 
on H by hiwj = hi - i&hi, then for all w E IV, 01 E R, h E H, we have 
(~lw, hw) = (01, h). For all i E L, a E R, olwi = a- ((II, h,)q . 
I f  E is any commutative ring with identity, we can perform the preceding 
construction replacing FL by FL, , the free E-Lie algebra on 3& generators 
e, , hi , fi , i E L, and by factoring out the E-ideal of FL, generated by the 
relations Ll, L2, L3, and L4. This gives an E-algebra LE. It is easy to see that 
L, is canonically isomorphic to E & L. 
We let T denote the torsion subgroup of L and let T, = T n L, for all 
01 E A, . T is an ideal of L and T = Caedl @ T, . The sum 
K = z% + . . . + ze, + Zh, + . . . + Zh, + zfl + . . . + Zfc 
in L is direct and K n T = (0). This last fact can be seen in the following 
way: L = K @ &tal,l L, and hence L,, which may be identified with 
Q C&L, is (Q & K) @ (Q & &P~,l La). Since the elements 1 @ e,, 
1 @ Ai, 1 @fi , i E L are linearly independent in L, [8, p. 2151, K must be 
torsion free. 
We denote LIT by g. K is mapped isomorphically into g under the natural 
homomorphism and we will again denote the images of ei , hi , and fi , i E L in 
g by the same symbols. We have g = C,,J 0 g, where gal = L,/T, and 
0” = {a E aI 1 gz # (0)). We also write 9 for g,, . Since $ E H, W acts on 45 
as before. The involution 7 induces an involution on g which we continue to 
denote by 7. We define A, A+, and A- in the obvious way. Each ga is a finitely 
1 [al , a2 ,...I a,1 means [[...[[a, , n,l, a&...], a+J. 
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generated torsion free Z-module and hence is free of finite rank. It follows 
that g is a free Z-module. 
If  E is any commutative ring with identity then we define gE to be E & g. 
Setting E, = E &go;, we have gE = ZzEa @ E, . IVe write sj, for E & jj. 
The action of 1%’ on $ can be extended uniquely to an E-linear action of 5I’ 
on .CjE. 
For any natural number n and any prime p let #,(n) denote the exponent 
of $J in n!. In the following proposition, where p is fixed, we write # instead 
of#,. 
PROPOSITION I. Let p be a$xed prime such that p > max (1 jlij / : i. j E L). 
Then for any q E L, and any n E N, g(ad e,)” Cp*(“)g. Tire same remit holds 
when e4 is replaced by f, . 
Proof. For typographical convenience, let e denote e, = For n = I, 2,...? 
p - I the result is clear. Suppose the result has been proved for all n < px’ 
where k > 1. We will show that it holds for all n < pk+l. 
Case 1~ (B = pk) Since k 3 1 and p > max (1 & j : i, j E Lj, (ad e)” 
annihilates the ej , hj , and fj , j E L. Thus, it suffices to show that if 
a(ad e>n E p*“g and b(ad e)% E p#ng, then [ab](ad e)?% E psng. Now 
[ab](ad e)” = ~‘~&‘)[a(ad e)j, b(ad e)?l-j]. We need only worry about the 
terms forj f  0 or n. From the induction assumption, 
0 7, ... [n(ad e)i, b(ad e)lE--I] E p”( - 1) ( pk -j + 1) 1. ,_ ,i 
j! Pp’P*D --3 g c p+@g 
Case 2 (p” < rt < pk+l). Write 71 = X:=0 aipi where for all i 0 < ai < p. 
Then 
g(ad e)n = g((ad e)@)ak ((ad e)“‘-‘)ak-l ... ((ad e)P)% (ad e)“o 
c (p#d)Q . . . ( piizl>a, g == pak&..+n,%wg~ 
However, (see footnote 2) 
= ak #pk + akAl #pl’-l + ... + a, #p. 
2 [WY] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to x. 
&I/21/2-3 
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Let K be a field of characteristic 0 with a nonarchimedean valuation v. 
Let o denote the ring of integers of K, ox the group of units of o, p the 
maximal ideal of o, and k = o/n the residue class field. From the point of 
view of presentation, it is convenient to allow Y to be trivial, in which case 
o = K, p = (0), and R is essentially K. In the case that v  is nontrivial we will 
assume that char k = p > max {I Aij 1 : i, j, E L}. 
Our primary interest now is in certain automorphism groups of go and g,: . 
We can, and will, identify go to a subring of gK and g to a subring of go . 
Since K has characteristic 0, gK is canonically isomorphic to L, via the 
canonical mappings L, -+ K oz L + K oz (L/T). We will identify Lx 
with gK . 
For any t E K and any i E L, exp ad te, and exp ad t f f  make sense and are 
automorphisms of gK [S, Proposition 3 ; 4, p. 91. 
PROPOSITION 2. If t E o then exp ad tei and exp ad tfi are automorphismr 
of 90. 
Proof. W7e consider only the case of exp ad te, . It suffices to prove that it 
maps go into itself. I f  v  is trivial there is nothing to show. Assume that v  is 
nontrivial. Then by assumption, char K = p > max {I & 1 : i, Jo L}. 
Let a E go . Then, a exp ad te, = a + ta ad ei + ta/2! a(ad eJz + ..*, and, 
according to Proposition 1, a(ad ei)j Cp+jg, , j = 1, 2,.... Thus 
a(ad e,)jlj! E (l/u) go 
where u is a p-free integer. Thus u E ox, 1 /u E o, and a(ad e$/j! E g,, . 
For each t E ox, wi(t) G exp ad tei exp ad t-lfi exp ad te, is an auto- 
morphism of gK mapping K, onto K,,,, for all 01 E 4 and having the same 
action as wi on bK [8]. Thus zui(t) maps b, onto o,,~ for all 01 E 4 and has the 
same action as w6 on 6, . Among other things one concludes that 4 W = 4, 
4, = (CQ )..., q}HJ C 4 and, for all a: E dR , dim, o, = 1. The elements of 
4, are called the real or ?VeyZ roots [6]. 4, has the additional property that for 
cxE4,,&f-l4 =:&cl. 
In general 4, + 4, and it is very difficult to say much about the nonreal 
rootsFor example, we will show below that if aEo, and 01 is real,then exp ad a 
makes sense. For a: not real one can no longer say this. It is for this reason 
that we have had to abandon Chevalley’s commutator formula. 
For any zo E lV we can define, in a noncanonical way, an automorphism 
w* of g,, mapping o, onto o,,, . For example, if ZL’ = wil ... zoi, , then 
zu* = q(l) ... ~~~~(1) will do. Thus, for any b E oa-W - (01, there is an 
a E o “j such that aw* = 6. Clearly, ad b = (zo*)-l(ad a) &* and hence exp ad b 
makes sense. In general, for b E go, x(b) will denote exp ad b whenever it makes 
sense. 
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2. WEYL GROUPS 
It is known [7, lo] that the Weyl group defined in Section 1 is a Coxeter 
group with the presentation Wl and W2. Since this result is not as accessible 
as it might be, and is important to this paper, we sketch a proof based on 
results in [3, 1, and 51. 
Let V = Q &R. Each w E I$’ can be extended uniqueiy to a Q-linear 
transformation of P which we also denote by w. Each wi acts on T; as a 
“symmetry” in the sense that it pointwise fixes a hyperplane and is of order 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. If  fog some i, j E L and some w E by, ap = OIj , tke~ 
w-lWiW = wj . 
Proof. Let z = z&zu,wwj and note that det x = 2. If  p E A+ - (aj>, 
then for some h E Z, /3.z = /~w-~w~wzu~ = (/3w-I+ &) wwj = j?wj - hmj E A+, 
Since a fixes aj , z stabilizes A+ and hence 17. This implies that z is 
of finite order. Let Hi and Hj be the pointwise fixed hyperpianes of w.; and 
zoui in pY= Then x leaves Qaj 0 (Hj n Hiw) pointwise fixed. Since this is at 
least of dimension L - 1, z has finite order, and det x = 1, we see that 
x itself must be 1. 
For each w E I@’ let N(w) = {a E A+ / olw E A-). Let n(z)) = card %(zu) 
and f(w) be the length of .zu [l, Chap. IV, Section I]. 
PROPOSITION 4. (i) I f  n(w) = 0, then w = 1, 
For each i EL, w E W, 
(ii) (IV@) - {ai}) zui = N(zo,w) - {ai) alzd C+ is in precisely one of 
N(w) and N(m,w), 
(iii) 1z(w;z0) = n(w) - 1 ifff i E N(w), IZ(W~ZO) = n(w) + 1 ;Jai @ N(ae), 
(iv) n(w) = b(w). 
Proof. (i) follows as a consequence of Proposition 3 and [5, Chap. VIII, 
Theorem 21. 
(ii), (iii), and (iv) are Lemma 2.2 of 131. 
To prove that I$’ is a Coxeter group with Wl and W2 as a presentation, it 
suffices to prove that the following “exchange condition” is valid 
[I, Section 1.51. 
Notation. For the following proposition the elements si will be understood 
to be in the set {wi ,..., w!}. 
PROPOSITION 5. If  w = sl ... s, with C!(W) = p and if (o(sp) < Quj), then 
for some k = I, . . . q, sOsl ... skel = s1 ... sk . 
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proof. We use induction on e(w). For L(w) = 1 it is obvious and we 
assume now that it is true for t(w) < q. Iit w’ = s, ... snpl . Since 
[(w’) = q - 1, if we also have Qs,w’) < q - 1 we are done by the induction 
hypothesis. Suppose then that /(sOeu’) = q. Let 01 and /3 be the fundamental 
roots corresponding to sa and sp respectively. Since n(saw) = /(~,,zJJ) < Q(w) = 
I, we have by Proposition 4(iii) ols,zu’s, E A+. Likewise, from 
n(s,w’) > n(w’), as,w’ E A-. 
It follows that olsaw’ = /? and by Proposition 3 that sa = (saw’)-$,s,,w’. 
Thus s, ... s,el = s, ... s, . 
We return now to the Lie algebras. For 01 E A, , choose any fundamental 
root 01~ for which there is a w E Wsuch that oliw = 01, and define eu, = W-~W~W . 
This w, depends only on 01, for if 01 = NOW’ then ajw’w-l = ai and hence by 
Proposition 3, w-lWiW = w-l(zo’w-ywjzu’w-lw = (w’)-%ujw’. Clearly, 
w, = w-, . 
For each a: E A, define h, E $jK by the conditions (i) Iz,eo, = -h, and (ii) 
01(/z,) = 3. Existence is ensured because &xl satisfies the conditions, and 
uniqueness follows because ZU~ is a symmetry. Every h, E 5, since hiw E 5. 
The following proposition is a direct consequence of the definition. 
PROPOSITION 6. For all 01, /3 E A, , 
6) ZtyWBW. = w,, cd 
(ii) hawa = he, 
(iii) ,8zua = p -z(p, h&x 
PROPOSITION 7. Let (A,) be a Cartan matrix and A, the set of real roots 
for (Aij) based on a fundamental set of roots II = (01~ . . . . q>. Let W be the Weyl 
group. Suppose W’ is a group and there is a subset s, , 01 E A, of elements of TV’ 
such that 
(i) “Ii = 1 for all i E L, 
(ii) s&sni = s,,~ for all 01 E A, and all i E L. 
Then there is a (unique) homomorphism Y : W + W’ such that #(wJ = s, 
for all o~EA,. 
Proof. Wl and W2 form a presentation of Wand hence it suffices to show 
that whenever i f  j and A,,Aj, < 4, the relation W2 holds when wi and We 
are replaced by sDc and sUj respectively. Let m = rnif be the entry in the table 
corresponding to Ai#Zji . Then (wizu$ = 1 and zuuiwiwi ... (total of m terms) 
is the opposite involution .wa of the finite root system (01~) aj} (wi , wjj3. 
3 <.woi, wj) meant the group generated by wi and wj . 
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Let s,, be the corresponding element of W’. Then by (ii), according as nz is 
even or odd, s;‘s~,s~ = sDljzoO is either s-,, or s+ e Again by (ii) these are sEj 
and S, respectively. Writing out ss in this equation gives the required relation. 
If  a” E d, then A, E 0, + oh, + o-, is the image under a suitable auto- 
morphism zc* (Section 1) of some A,, and hence is a three dimensional 
(over o) split simple Lie algebra. For eadh a E A, we fix once and for all time 
an element e, E o, in such a way that 
N [e, , e-,] = h, and 
(ii) elf = ei for all i E L. 
For z $ & II the flexibility in choosing the e, is this: we can replace e, by he, 
where .% E ox, providing we replace epor by X-leply. 
4. THE CHEVALLEP GROUP 
For t~ox, EEA, we define run(t) = r(fe,) x(t-re_,) x(te,). Note that 
z~l,(t))r = eeJ--t). One has u,(t) : oB + oBw, for all /3 E 6. More precisely, 
w,(t) i -5, = zu, and, for /3 E A and n E oe , awa(t) = t-‘.D%hu)u’ where 
a’ = aw,( 1) E oazr,, . 
[ll, Lemma 191. 
For each 01 E AR , define X, = (x(a) / a E o .). Since ~((a + b) = x(n) z(b) 
for all a, b E o, , X, z of. For our Chevalley group G, we take (X, 1 01 E A,>. 
One has the usual remark [ll, Lemma 261 that G, is also (X+ j 01~ E II>. 
Next define h,(t) = wu(l)%u~(t) for all a E A, , t E ox. Let 
T = (IzJt) j 01 E A, , t E ox> 
and N = c<eo,(t) [ a E A, , t E ox). 
PROPOSITION 8. 1. For each ,8 E 2, $(t) / op is mltiphcation by t’Ig+h--). 
2. T is an Abeliangroup generated by the hai( i E L, t E ox. 
3. T <! N and N/T g W, the isomorphism being canokcal and with the 
property that w,(t)T -+ w, for all 01 E A, , t E o*. 
Proqf. 1. and 2. are in Lemmas 20 and 28 of [l I]. 3. is Lemma 22 of [I 11, 
Proposition 7 being the essential result required for the proof. 
For each p EJ define 
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LEMMA 1. (9 Qi’@> C fW> C Q(P), 
(ii) Q(0) = A+, 
(iii) Q(O) = Q;(O) = Qi(-IX,) = A+ - {@j. 
Define J(p) (respectively, J&7), Jj’(/3)) to be the submodule spanned by the 
root spaces in go corresponding to the roots in Q(/3) (respectively Q&3), 
Q;2,‘(PN- 
DefineU={g~G,~forall/3~bandforalla~o~,ag~a+J(/3)). 
Relative to an ordered basis {bi}i,z of go such that each bi is in a root space 
and the ordering respects root heights, U appears as a group of upper uni- 
potent transformations in G, . 
LEMMA 2. If  g E U and i E L, then there is a X = h,(g) E o suct’z that 
6) .fig ~.fi + Xhi + X2ei + JdQ 
(ii) big E hi + 2hei + J,(O), 
(iii) the map nTTi : U + o+ dejined by g w h,(g) is a homomorphism. 
proof* figEfi + J(-ale), and, hence, fig E fi + h + pei + J,(O) for some 
h E 5, and p E o. Likewise Iz,g E ?zi + vei + Ii(O). From -2fig = [ f,h,]g == 
[fig, h,g] one obtains -2fi - 2h - 2pei = -2fi + 2pei - vh,: - cc,(h)ve, 
whence -212 = -VIZ, and -2,~ = 2~ - @I)v. (i) and (ii) follow with 
x = v/2. 
Forg,, g2EU,figlg,E[fi + &(gJhi +J(O)lgeCfi + W&i + h(gJhi + J(O), 
which proves (iii). 
Let Pi = ker vi . One evidently has g E U is in Pi if an only if 
fig Efi + h(O)* 
LEMMA 3. I f  g E Pi , then, for all /3 E 0” and for all a E oB , ag E a + Jl’(,8). 
Proof. Suppose a E oe - (0) and g E Pi C U. Then ag E a + J@) and 
hence can be written in the form a + C,“=,X~ + y where xlC E oBfkai and 
y E J;(p). We must prove that each ;xK is zero. By Lemma 2 (ii), big = hi + y’ 
where y’ E J,(O) = J,‘(O). From /l(hJ ag = [ah& = [ag, big] we have 
p(h& -k c B(hJ xk -I B&b = P@& + 5 (P + h$hi) xk 
k=l 
+ [yhi] + ray’] + igl [XkY’l + [YY’I- 
The last four terms of the right hand side of this equation are in J;(p). Thus 
for each K = 1, 2,..., p(hi) xk = @(hi) + 2k) xp and hence X~ = 0. 
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LEMM 4. Let p, y  ~2, g E G, and suppose for sozne a E os , b E 0,. that 
ag E a -t J(p) (respectiwely a + J&3)) and bg E b -+ J(y) (respectiroe.$ 
6 f  Jj(y)). Then [ab]g E [ab] + J(j3 -t y) (respectidy [ah] + J@ + r))~ 
LEMmt 5. Let g E G, and suppose that for all j E L, eig E ej + J(aj) and 
fig cfj + J(-aj). Then g E U. If in addition fig off + J,(O) foT some i E L, 
then g E Pi . 
PROPOSITION 9. For i E L, L E ox, wi(t) normakzes Pi 
Proof. Let p E Pi and let g = wi(t)mlpwi(t). It suffices to show that 
(i) ejg E ej + J(aj) for all j E L, 
(ii) fjg E fj + J( -CQ) for all j E L - (Q, and 
(4 fig Efi + h.(O). 
Case (iii). fig Efi -t Ji’(q) q(t) Cfi + J,(O). 
Case (i). ( j f  i). ejzui(t)-l E o, ?c. and ajwi is positive. Since 
, 1 
Q(LxjWJ wj c L?(cdj), 
ejg = ejWj(t)ml$XUi(t) E (ejwi(t)-l + Ji’(ajWj)) W;(t) C ej + J(aj). 
Case (i). (j = i). 
qg = t-2fFpq(t) f3 (tPf? + Ji(0)) w,(t) C ei + J<(O). 
We must replace thii Ji(0) by Ii( 
We can write eig = ei + x sarxp where r c d+ - !&xi and each xB f  0. 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that r $ Q(cQ), and let /I.+ be a root of mini- 
mal height in r - Q(q). Clearly /3,(&) < 0. Write Iz,g = ki + I&, where y  
ranges over a subset fl of d-t. We have 
Now, no summand of the last sum is in the space o,, since CL~ + n C Q(aJ. 
Likewise no summand of the second last sum is in oa* . For, if ,B + y  = /Z1; , 
where /3 E I’ and y  E A CA+, then l@ < h@, and hence ,k? E a(~~) by the 
minimality of ,G* . This implies that fi.+ E Q(ol;), contrary to assumption. it 
follows that the component of 2e,g in og* is P4(hi) xP* whereas it is evidently 
2.x+q* . One has 2 = /3,(hi) < 0. 
Case (ii). J’ig = fjW~(t)pl@i(t) E (fjZUi(t)-l + Jf’(-CfjWi)) w , ( t ) .  
First we note that -01~ is the only negative root that can possibly occur in 
Ji’(-ajq). For y  E Ji’(--ajwi) . pl- rm res that y  = -ajwi +- p w!rere /I E R+ 
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and p $Zol.i . Thus y = -01j + Ajjai + xjq + .z,oli + x7c+i,i z~(Y,: where 
x.~ , AYE , z, 3 0 and not all of them are zero. If sj = 0, then, since /3 $Zq , some 
Z, > 0 with k # i, j. Thus y is a root with coefficients of mixed signs which is 
impossible. We must have zj > 0. If y is to be a negative root we actually 
have xj = I, y = Aiimi + zioli EZRA , and finally y = -ai . 
We can write fjg = (hz+(t)-l + k’f + q’h’ + lrei + y’) w,(t) where 
y’ E J,(O) and h’ E!& . Then,fjg = fj + yfi + qh + kei + y  where y E J*(O). 
Computing -2f,g = [&J, Izjg] and comparing the coefficients of fi one 
obtains rAij = 2~. Since i f j, Y = 0 and fjg efj + J&-q). 
PROPOSITION 10. For each i E L, U is a semidirect product of X,: and Pi . 
Proof. That Xai n Pi = (1) follows from q(l)-lX,w,(l) = X-,< and 
x-,: n u = (1). 
Let g E U. By Lemma 2 we have fig Efi + hhi + h2ei + Ji(0) and 
h,g E hi + 2he, + J,(O) for some h E o. Thus 
fix(heJg = ( fi - Xh, + Xae,)g ~.f~ + M, + X2ei - hhi - 2h2ei + h”ei + Ji(0) 
=fi + Ji(O>- 
We have x(XeJg E Pi and g E a( --Xe,) Pi . 
5. THE TITS' SYSTEMS 
Let - denote the natural mapping of o onto k. Since 
we can identify gk and k 8, go. We denote the canonical map x k-t 1 @ x’ 
of go into gk by - also. For t E o, x E g,, , G = B Clearly & = k, for all 
01 E 2. The kernel of - is pg. 
Finally, G, induces a group of k-linear automorphisms Gx: of gk by 
0 E G, ++ II, @ cr. This mapping is a homomorphism and is also denoted 
by -. Thus, for x E go, c E G, , ~6 = z. The kernel of -: G, --f Gk will 
be denoted by 2. 
Let B = TUZ [4]. The images of U, N, T, and B under - will be denoted 
byU1:,N,,TR,andBk. 
Note that if (T E U, then for any 01 E 0” and any a E o, , au E a + J(a), and 
hence 36 E a + J(cY) = 2 + Cssn(.) B k . If 0 E B then &? E k, + xBER(OI) k, . 
Similarly, if II E N and w E ?%’ corresponds to the coset nT (Proposition S), 
then for all (y. E A, k,* = i@ = O,, = k,, . Note that TZ n N = T. 
Let S = {wiE W: iEL}. 
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We are going to prove that (G,, B, N, S) and (G, , Bfz, Ni,, S) are Tits’ 
systems. 
LEMMA 6: (i) B, n Nk = T, 
(ii) B n N = T 
(iii) N/T z N,/T, 
Proof. (i) Clearly Tfi C Bk n NI, . Conversely, let x E B, n N6 . Then 
M = n for some ~z E N. Let w E W represent nT in N/T. Then K,x = K,,, for 
all a E d. On the other hand, x E Bk implies that K,x E % + J(a). This forces 
2(; = 1 (Proposition 4), and hence n E T. Thus x E T, . 
(ii) Again we need only prove that B n N C T. Let n E B n N. Then 
@EBknN,=T,.ThusTzETZnN=T. 
(iii) The kernel of the composite homomorphism N + MI: + N$T1, is 
NnTZ=T. 
A Tits’ system is a quadruple (G, B, N, 5’) consisting of a group G, two 
subgroups B and N, and a subset S of NIB n N such that 
1. (BUN) =GandBnNdN, 
2. S is a set of involutary generators of IV* = N/B n N; 
3. for all s E S and w E W, ZUBS C BwB u BzusB, and 
4. for all s E S, SBS g B. 
I f  (6, , B, N, S) is a Tits’ system, then it is immediate that (Gk , Bk , NI, , S) 
is also a Tits’ system. 
The proof that (G, , B, N, S) is a Tits’ system is standard [I 1, Lemmas 24 
and 251. We sketch the proof here for the sake of completeness. 
In the first place, if i E L, and n EN is chosen so that wi represents nT, 
then O,~Z = o-,. and r~-lX,~n = XpEi. This shows that 
(BuN)~(X,;,X-,~:~EL> =G, 
and also that w,B.ur, g B. 
The proof of 3. is accomplished in two steps. First, one proves that for 
s E S, SBS 2 B U BsB. Let s = wi and let ni EN be chosen so that niT 
represents wi . Then n;‘Bn< = n;lX,iPJni = X-,iPJ _C XpzIB. One 
proves that Xemi_CB w BsB as follows: x(tfi) E 2 if t up. If  TV o - p 
then t E ox and x(tfi) = x(-t-%,) wi(t-l) x(--t-%,) E BsB. 
Now we come to the general case in 3. Suppose that s - w; . Suppose 
that n,T represents wi and nT represents w. 
Case 1. If  oliw-l E 8+, then nBn, = nTn-llzX,~n-lnnin,-lp,n,n,-lZn, c 
BWU~B. 
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Case 2. If  olizrl E d- then oli(wwi)-~.~ A+, and hence 
?zBrzi = fzznifziBni C nniBniBni 
C BlzBBn, (by Case 1) = Bnnin;‘Bni 
c Bnlzi(B U Bn,B) (first step) 
_C BnrziB U BnB (by Case 1). 
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